Our readers have come to recognize the IJMC as a leading voice in the transfer of research and technology to the global metalcasting industry. A recent article in Automotive Testing Technology International (November 2017) brought my attention to the critical role management plays in facilitating the successful transfer of research. Frank Werner-Mohn, a Mercedes-Benz engineer (inventor of electronic stability control-ESC), related after skidding off an icy road during a 1989 winter validation test run in Sweden that he and a group of colleagues were given permission to build a prototype supporting his ESC theory. He attributed the success of the ESC program, which benefits us all with one of the most significant safety systems for passenger cars to the support of Mercedes-Benz management. WernerMohn said, ''I am grateful for that because we could go away and experiment and prove it could work. Without this brave move by management to allow us to explore this idea that some thought was crazy, we might not have invented it.'' Since 2011, ESC is now mandatory for all new cars and light commercial vehicles in Europe.
Maybe you are not trying to pursue development of electronic stability control, but just a better way to add post-inoculant to your ductile iron. The key to your success is often the management support of the time, resources and experimentation involved to transfer your idea into reality. Progressive organizations recognize the value in the role of management as a supporter and facilitator of this type of thinking. This doesn't mean that all ''crazy ideas'' are embraced without some investigation into the technical merits, benefits and ROI. But it is important that management seizes the role of listener, project evaluator and facilitator to tackle the barriers that can propel ideas into advancements. This is one reason why AFS has established metalcasting industry awards that focus on this unique role. Awards targeting management achievements are regularly presented in conjunction with the annual AFS Metalcasting Congress. For example, the Ray H. Witt Management Award was ''established to annually recognize the authors of an AFS management or marketing-focused paper accepted for presentation at a recent Casting Congress that exhibits the greatest probability of favorably impacting the metalcasting industry.'' This year's achievements will be awarded at the 2018 Metalcasting Congress in Fort Worth Texas (April 3-5) and include: the AFS Applied Research Award (…to recognize and reward the principal investigators and metalcasting organizations involved with AFS-funded research projects where the research has been effectively transferred to the metalcasting industry, is being actively applied on the factory floor and providing demonstrated value); and the AFS Corporate Contribution Award (…to recognize a company that has contributed a significant amount of their employee's time and resources back to the Society through involvement in the AFS technical committee structure, the Institute and local chapters). We applaud all these efforts and the recognition that is well deserved in advancing the metalcasting industry.
''…brave move by management to allow us to explore this idea…''
